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TSPre-Trip Checklist

A regular maintenance checklist for a truck can help  
prevent mechanical failures which may lead to truck  
crashes, particularly in regards to older trucks[ 1].

Risks

Trucks aged 0-9 years had a crash rate attributed 
to mechanical failure at 2%, compared to 4.7% for 
trucks aged 10-19 years, 8.6% for trucks aged 20 to 
29 years, and 13.7% for trucks aged 30 to 40 years (1).

Source: Please refer to the accompanying references 

The probability of a crash occurring  
due to mechanical failure within a truck  
increases  by 10.4% for each additional 
 truck age [1].

Transport operators who regularly  
maintain their vehicles are less likely  
to have a road crash (2).  

In particular, areas most frequently 
linked to insurance claims for damages  
were poorly maintained couplings  
(connecting devices),  and also wheel  
and tyre defects (2).

The Checklist

A pre-trip maintenance checklist should be carried 
out on the truck (including any trailers) before each 
trip; this is especially important for trips of a longer 
duration, i.e. interstate, and that have a larger and 
longer load (3).

Adequate tyre tread depth, and no evidence of  
tyre cracks and bubbles

No under-inflated tyres

Dual tyre sets on the truck and trailer do not touch

Headlights, tail-lights and reflectors work and  
are clean

No broken or cracked drive belt

No vehicle protrusions

All doors open and close

Air tank is drained, with no fluid build-up

Wheels have a full set of wheel nuts

Wheels have no cracked rims or hubs

 No missing mudflaps

No fluid leaks

Vehicle is registered

Correct signage is displayed

Trailers are correctly connected

Wheel chocks are stowed in the vehicle

Any required emergency equipment is stowed 
in the vehicle

No tilt exists on the truck or trailers

Correct load restraint and load position  
procedures were carried out

The pre-trip maintenance checklist 
should include a check for:


